1: Who should you talk to about volunteering to hare?
a) Nobody, lack of communication is important
b) One of the RAs
c) A member of the pack
d) The Hare Raiser
2: What qualifications should you look for in a co-hare
a) Draw a name out of a hat
b) Someone dependable and competent
c) Your best friends in the hash
d) Anyone who will say yes
3: Who is the best person to contact to find out what your budget is for your trail?
a) The Hare Raiser
b) Shoeless Ho
c) The Hash Cash
d) Call Jenny at 867-5309
4: What is the first part of your trail that you should figure out?
a) Location of the on-in
b) The start location
c) Your 'go plan'
d) Nothing, just wing it.
5: What qualities should you look for in a start location?
a) Plenty of legal parking, safety
b) It doesn't really matter
c) It has to be at the same location as the on-in
d) Someplace scenic
6: What MUST you do to promote your trail?
a) Create a Facebook event
b) Post the runstart on SDH3.com
c) Promote your trail at other hashes during announcements
d) All of the above
7: Why is it a good idea to use an online mapping tool like Google Maps to scout the trail?
a) Because the internet is fun
b) So you don't have to scout in person
c) It allows you to gauge the approximate distance
d) You should never use Google Maps
8: Why must you scout the trail in person?
a) Because things may have changed since the Google Maps picture
b) To get an idea about things like elevation changes
c) To note obstacles such as barbed wire fences which are too small to see on Google Maps
d) All of the above

9: What qualifies as a good beercheck location?
a) In the middle of some Poison Oak
b) Stash it along a busy path where mortals can see it
c) Someplace hidden or where one of the hares can host the check
d) None of the above
10: Which details should be included in your Go Plan on the day of trail?
a) A time line that allows for pre-laying, stashing beerchecks and/or cars if needed
b) You don't need a Go Plan. Everything will probably be fine
c) Your social security number and bank account passwords
d) Your go plan should consist of a number of pictures drawn with crayons and glitter
11: What should you NOT lie about during your hare lies run brief?
a) Matters of safety
b) Your investment portfolio
c) Whether or not there are any YBFs
d) You should never lie, it's a figure of speech.
12: How often should you mark trail?
a) Every quarter mile is sufficient
b) Often enough to see the next mark or two from the mark you're at
c) You only need to mark trail if the trail turns, but it's not needed as long as trail goes straight
d) Every five feet
SHORT ANSWER
13: What are three qualities to look for when scouting a bar as a potential on-in?
14: What does Shoeless Ho call a hash with no beerchecks?
15 What are three types of start/on-in combinations?
EXTRA CREDIT:
What did you think about this class?

What would you have liked to have learned more about?

